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We are pleased to have Malifaux events at the inaugral Bonescon event in
Birmingham. The aim is to offer fun and friendly events to appeal to all players,
leaving time to also enjoy the other attractions at this convention.
The core of the activities will be the sixth running of Lost Love. Due to the event
timing it moves location and continues the theme of the last five years by focussing
on newcomers, but providing a challenge to more experienced players, through the
imposition of a limited pool and a fixed Master.
The main tournament is bookended by an Enforcer Brawl and a very mixed doubles
event. Casual play is also welcome, as is playing other Wyrd games, such as Puppet
Wars & The Other Side.
Have fun, and don’t be afraid to ask any questions.
David Brown
( aka Clousseau)

Craig Colley
( aka Reservoir Dog)
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General Event Rules
Proxy, Conversion, and Painting Rules
Proxies are allowed as long as they are appropriate representations of the model they stand for.
Wyrd models may only be used to represent what they are, unless they are significantly converted.
Please check in advance with the organizer for suitability.
Conversions are an excellent way to show off your modeling skills. If using a model that was
converted with pre- made bits, only 30% of the model may be built from other game companies’
models, while the rest has to be self- sculpted or Wyrd bits.
Models must be assembled ( glued) and fixed to the appropriate size base. The minimum painting
requirement is undercoat, but painted models are preferred.
Players are encouraged to enter any Bonescon painting competitions.

Terrain Setup
Terrain will be placed in advance by the TO and must not be moved by the players.

Entry
Entry will be via one a day or weekend ticket for Bonescon and then by selecting the relevant
event( s) .
To enter please pay through the relevant link on the website http: //bonescon. com/
A list of entrants will be maintained on the Wyrd forum post.
Prizes will be awarded based on the number of entries, and yes there will be wooden spoons.
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Enforcer Brawl – Tournament Rules
Friday from 7: 00pm
TO will be Craig
Introduction
The Enforcer Brawl is an arena deathmatch where players take their favorite Enforcers and wreak as
much mayhem as possible! Up to 8 players will be competing on a single table. If there are sufficient
numbers/interest we can run multiple tables and even have an Ultimate Brawl for the best Enforcers.

Rules
Each player selects one Enforcer and attaches up to one Upgrade to it. The Upgrade must be
something the Enforcer could have attached at the start of a normal game considering its Faction.
( Leader only Upgrades may not be selected, for example. ) The Enforcer must be one with a Cost which
may be hired ( no Coryphee Duets, for example) .
The game is played on a standard table. Each player flips a card to determine deployment order; the
player who flips highest deploys first, followed by the second highest, etc. , until each player has
deployed their Enforcer. If two or more players are tied, they reflip amongst themselves. Models may
be deployed anywhere on the table which is more than 6” from another model.
Play proceeds for 6 rounds. Each round, all players flip for initiative; the player who flips highest
must go first, followed by the second highest, etc. until all players have gone. If two or more
players are tied, they reflip amongst themselves. If a model receives Reactivate, it receives a second
Activation at initiative - 1 ( if multiple models Reactivate, they flip to determine which goes first) .
Before the game, assign a suit ( r/t/M/C) to each table edge. On a player’s initiative, if they have no
models in play or buried, they must flip a card which may not be cheated ( reflipping jokers) . The
player places a new copy of the model they chose at the start of the Brawl ( including its Upgrade)
within 6” of the board edge corresponding to the suit flipped and then proceeds with their Activation
as normal.

Restrictions
The Enforcer Brawl has the following restrictions/rules:
l Players have a hand of 4 cards, instead of the usual 6
l Any Actions, Abilities, or Triggers which summon models are considered to be “blank” ( they
may not be used and have no effect on the game, as if they were not printed on the model
l When a model is buried, it may choose to be sacrificed instead ( in which case it counts as
sacrificed by the model which forced it to become buried)

Scoring
At the end of

6 Turns,

the player with the highest Victory Points wins.

Players score VP in the following manner:
l 3 VP for each opposing model killed or sacrificed. A player scores 4 VP instead if the model
they killed or sacrificed had a higher Soulstone Cost ( including the cost of Upgrades) than
their model did.
l 1 VP for dealing 1 or more damage to an undamaged enemy ( this may stack with killing the
model) . A player scores 2 VP instead if the model they damaged had a higher Soulstone Cost
( including the cost of Upgrades) than their model did.
l - 3 VP for each time the player’s model was killed or sacrificed

Lost Love 6 - Tournament Rules
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Saturday from 9: 30
TO will be David
The Tournament Format
This event will follow the guidelines in Gaining Grounds 2018.

Number of Rounds and Schedule
Saturday
09: 30 Registration
10: 00 Round 1
12: 00 Lunch
13: 00 Round 2
15: 15 Round 3
17: 30 Prizes ( The results will be submitted to Malifaux Rankings – please advise if you wish to be
anonymous. )

Crew Construction
Limited Faction Pool [ Single Master]
Prior to the start of the Tournament, each player will sign up with a specific Master. Dual faction
Masters must declare their faction ( and stick to it! ) . Players must also declare a pool of up to
70SS, including Upgrades, before ( or at) registration.
At the start of each round, the players will hire their Crew for the Encounter up to 45SS including
Upgrades.

Random Doubles - Tournament Rules
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Sunday from 9: 30
TO will be David.

The Tournament Format
This event will follow the guidelines in Gaining Grounds 2018 ( probably! ) .

Number of Rounds and Schedule
Sunday
09: 30 Registration and pairings
10: 00 Round 1
12: 00 Lunch
13: 00 Round 2
15: 15 Round 3
17: 30 Prizes

Crew Construction
Fixed Master
At registration each player will sign up with a specific Master. Dual faction Masters must declare
their faction ( and stick to it! ) . Each player will then play each game with 25SS of models and
Upgrades – unused SS are not translated into Soulstones as this will simply be those generated by the
Masters. One Fate Deck and Control Hand will be shared by both players. Players must activate &
control their own models.
Don’t you know who I am
Abilities / Actions on Masters cards and upgrades cannot be used on the other Master in your pairing.
Fractious Alliance
Players are free to use masters from different factions, however if you choose to take advantage of
this, note that models from one crew are not considered friendly to the other crew. They are not
enemies ( well not overtly anyway) but you would hardly consider them friends. This means the
following:
l Abilities/Actions that only work on friendly models don’t work on models from the other
crew
l Unfriendly models cannot choose to relent when targeted by an action. So no using Hamelin
to obey Nekima for example without flipping cards for her to resist.

Other Info
Scheme markers are considered friendly per pair regardless of which factions make up the pair.

Pairings
Just before each round players will be paired, and the draw for tables made. The pairings will be
different each round based on a yet to be determined method ( i. e. you will play with a different
partner each round, so you may play against the person you partnered the previous round! ) .
Points will be awarded and there will be prizes.
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